Abstract-A short-pulse fiber injection laser for the advanced radiographic capability on the National Ignition Facility has been developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. This system produces 100 µJ pulses with 5 nm of bandwidth centered at 1053 nm. The pulses are stretched to 2.5 ns, and have been recompressed to subpicoseconds pulsewidths. A key feature of the system is that the prepulse power contrast ratio exceeds 80 dB. The system can also precisely adjust the final recompressed pulsewidth and timing, and has been designed for reliable, hands-free operation. The key challenges in constructing this system were control of the SNR, dispersion management, and managing the impact of self-phase modulation on the chirped pulse.
I. INTRODUCTION

F
IBER lasers have been shown to be an extremely promising technology for scaling to very high average powers (in kilowatts) with excellent beam quality [1] - [4] . This property of fiber lasers is predominantly attributable to the low-loss single-mode or near-single-mode waveguide that acts as a continuous spatial filter, naturally incorporating a high surface-area-to-volume ratio for thermal management. Sadly, the very features that enable straightforward scaling of average power preclude scaling to very high pulse energies. Though up to 4 mJ/ns pulses have been achieved [5] , this is small compared to the output of the National Ignition Facility (NIF) bulk laser system, which can produce up to 20 kJ/pulse in a few nanoseconds in a single beam line [6] . In order to achieve desired pulse energies, postfiber amplification in a bulk laser system must generally be employed.
Bulk, fiber-based, and hybrid systems designed to produce high-energy short pulses typically employ chirped pulse amplification (CPA) [7] to minimize system nonlinearities. The great advantage of hybrid systems is that the fiber system replaces what is typically the most problematic portion of a high-energy system, the injection laser, and provides stable pointing, excellent beam quality and robust, reliable operation with minimal user maintenance.
The NIF at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) already employs a fiber laser system to generate its nanosecond length pulses with precise spectral control, temporal pulse shaping, and timing for all 192 beam lines. The NIF facility will produce 1.8 MJ of total energy at 351 nm. This 1.8 MJ of energy will be focused onto a deuterium-tritium target in order to produce an inertial fusion reaction that releases more energy than it consumes. Recently, the need has arisen to convert one or more beam lines of the NIF laser to generate high-energy short pulses. These short-pulse beam lines will serve a variety of missions including providing an X-ray backlight for directly observing the hydrogen pellet implosions via a system known as the advanced radiographic capability (ARC) [8] , and providing short, high-energy pulses for "fast ignition" experiments [9] .
In order to convert an NIF beam line to short-pulse operation, three modifications are required. First, a grating-based pulse compressor must be added to the end of the beam line. Due the difficulty and expense of producing the large gratings required for the pulse compressor, each NIF beam line configured for short-pulse operation will be split into two subapertures, a solution referred to hereafter as "split beam" operation [8] . While this has the disadvantage of reducing the total energy in each aperture by slightly more than two, it has the advantage of providing twice as many short pulses with which to perform radiography. In order to seed split beam injection properly, it is necessary to alter the injection system via modification of the preamplifier module (PAM) by the addition of a split beam injection system (SBI). These modifications have been discussed in detail elsewhere [8] . This paper will focus on the third modification, the construction of a fiber injection laser system to generate the short pulses, stretch them for CPA, provide independent timing and pulsewidth control for each subaperture, transmit the seed pulses from the master oscillator room (MOR) to the main laser bay, and amplify the pulses to 100 µJ for injection into the main NIF laser via the SBI system. NIF will then amplify the pulse in each subaperture up to 1 kJ (limited by damage on the final optics). The recompressed pulses will be independently focused to backlighter targets near the main target for the radiography mission.
There has been significant interest in short-pulse fiber laser systems for machining and other applications [10] , [11] . Modelocked fiber lasers at 1 and 1.5 µm capable of generating pulses widths as short as 33 fs and pulse energies as large as 265 nJ have been demonstrated [12] - [14] . CPA systems have been demonstrated with megajoules pulse energies and average powers of greater than 100 W [15] , [16] . Systems employing chirped fiber Bragg gratings (CFBGs) as the CPA stretcher with the CFBG dispersion designed to be matched to that of a Treacy compressor [17] , [18] have also been demonstrated. However, few references have discussed hybrid bulk/fiber CPA systems or presented specific requirements of a fiber injection laser for very high-energy, petawatt-class laser systems [19] . This paper reviews the development of a short-pulse fiber injection laser for NIF, including issues that may be encountered in constructing a hybrid fiber/bulk CPA system. The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the injection laser requirements for the ARC system on NIF. Section III provides an overview of the system including a discussion of the impact of the requirements on the system design. Section IV reviews data from key subsystems. Section V shows recompressed pulse results obtained by compressing the output of the fiber system in a tabletop compressor. Section VI reviews the design of the pulse tweaker based upon the results of Section V, and Section VII provides a brief conclusion.
II. KEY SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The primary rationale in constructing a fiber injection laser system is that by basing the system on optical fiber technology, it will be more robust, reliable, and stable than other alternatives. Not all components of a fiber laser system are easily constructed from optical fibers. For example, even telecom optical isolators remain hybrid fiber/microoptic devices; thus, it is expected that in a CPA system, some components may also need to be hybrids. One requirement of the system is to minimize the number of hybrid components and make remaining hybrids as compact and robust as possible.
The NIF amplifier chain is composed of Nd-doped phosphate glass that has a 1053.0 nm center wavelength (as measured in air) and a bandwidth of 2.2 nm at the full-width at halfmaximum (FWHM). The requirement for the ARC injection laser system is to have a center wavelength of 1053.0 nm in air with a bandwidth of 5 nm. This ensures that the full bandwidth of NIF will be seeded without throwing away too much excess energy.
Timing control in a large laser system is very important. The goal of the ARC diagnostic is to take a radiographic picture at one or more specific times during the implosion of the principal target. In order to achieve this, the system must be synchronized to an external master clock. It is also desired to be able to time the subapertures of the split beam independently. Requirements for the ARC system are absolute pulse timing control of 12-ps rms relative to the NIF master clock and control of the split beam subapertures to 0-20 ns relative to each other with 1-ps resolution. The former requirement implies that the injection laser system mode-locked oscillator must be phase-locked to a multiple or submultiple of the NIF master clock. The subapertures require a means for providing an independent delay relative to each other.
In any CPA system, control of the overall system dispersion is critical. The fiber injection laser system will generate the initial pulse and provide the bulk of the positive dispersion via both its pulse stretcher, and the large amount of glass encompassed in the fiber transport and amplification components. In order to provide transform-limited pulses at the output of the system, it is necessary that the pulse stretcher compensate for the overall system dispersion including the final compressor and the dispersion of all of the material between the oscillator and the grating pulse compressor. The ARC system has two additional requirements. First, it must be able to adjust the final output pulsewidth from its transform limit up to 60 ps. This is because the system output is damage-limited by the final optic in the compressor, whose damage threshold increases with increasing pulsewidth. Not all missions require picosecond pulses; thus, being able to adjust the pulsewidth means that more energy can be extracted from the system for those missions that employ longer pulses. In smaller systems, pulsewidth is generally controlled by tuning the compressor; in ARC, the compressor consists of meter scale optics in a vacuum vessel. Thus, it is easier to control the overall system dispersion in the injection laser than by adjusting the compressor. Further, the two split beam compressors will not be guaranteed to be identical. In fact, in order to maximize the amount of the total NIF aperture that can be accessed, they were deliberately designed to be slightly different. Thus, it is desired to have independent control of the dispersion of the two split beams.
At 1 kJ per subaperture pulse energy, even prepulses that contain a small fraction of the main pulse's energy can prematurely damage a target. Thus, prepulse power contrast is a critical requirement. For the ARC system, a prepulse power contrast ratio of 80 dB has been set as a requirement. This only applies to energy that precedes the main pulse [prepulses and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)] by a few hundred picoseconds out to 5-10 ns. Power closer to the main pulse is less important since the target will not have enough time to respond before the arrival of the main pulse. For any high-energy laser system, prepulse contrast will be a requirement. Some applications, such as fast ignition, may have even more stringent requirements.
The final injection laser requirement is pulse energy. The pulses out of the injection laser need to have sufficient energy to seed the main laser and extract the required energy. For the ARC system, 100 µJ per subaperture was determined to be a minimum requirement. Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the system. The starting point is a fiber-based mode-locked oscillator that is phase-locked to an external clock. The system is constructed completely from polarization maintaining (PM) optical fiber with the single exception of the CFBG. To meet the prepulse contrast requirements discussed in Section II, a clean stretched pulse with a minimum energy of 1 nJ must be injected into the amplifier chain (see Section III-B).
III. OVERVIEW OF SYSTEM DESIGN
Achieving a pulse with 5 nm of bandwidth and 1 nJ of pulse energy with 80 dB of prepulse contrast after the pulse stretcher (and its losses) while maintaining the design goal of a compact fiber system adds significant complexity to the system. The 40 m of PM fiber, compressed pulse amplifier, pulse compressor, ASE pulse cleaner, and prestretcher were added to the system design for this purpose. These components control the pulse bandwidth, boost the pulse to a high energy in a mini-CPA system, remove the resulting ASE from that CPA system, and prestretch the pulse to minimize nonlinear effects in the fiber pulse stretcher.
The fiber pulse stretcher is a CFBG custom-produced for this system by the University of Southampton. It stretches the pulse to 2.5 ns, corrects the chromatic dispersion of the glass in the system-wide optical path, and corrects the residual third-order dispersion of the pulse compressor.
The pulse is amplified and split into independent beam lines for the two subapertures. Pulse tweakers then adjust the precise timing and dispersion of the pulses for each split beam subaperture. Patch cords of varying length can be inserted to provide gross timing adjustment, and the tweaker itself provides fine timing adjustment in the 1-3 ns range.
To this point, the system will be contained in the NIF MOR, an easily accessible location. The pulses are then transported through a 120-m PM fiber to carry them near the bulk amplifier chain. Before injection into bulk amplifiers, their energy is boosted to the required 100 µJ level by a pair of concatenated fiber amplifiers. Amplification after transport minimizes potential nonlinear artifacts.
The fiber system faces several potential challenges, particularly, dispersion, prepulse contrast, possible group delay ripple in the CFBG, self-phase modulation (SPM) nonlinearity in the transport fibers and the final amplifiers, and the interaction of CFBG imperfections with SPM. The dispersion, prepulse contrast, and SPM theoretical estimates made prior to the system construction are discussed in this section and experimental results are reviewed in the following two sections.
A. System Dispersion Roll Up
Dispersion control in the system essentially reduces to good bookkeeping. Unfortunately, the dispersive characteristics of fiber components are rarely known to the level required for ultrafast laser systems. Thus, the initial system layout was based upon estimates, which were refined as it was built.
The pulse is compressed to its transform limit at the output of the ASE pulse cleaner shown in Fig. 1 ; thus, the dispersion calculation begins here. The prestretcher is a grating pulse compressor constructed from two 1780 g/mm gratings with an angle of incidence (AOI) of 85
• and a slant distance between the gratings of 6.12 cm, as measured parallel to the diffracted center wavelength beam. The estimated group delay dispersion (GDD) of the prestretcher is −3.5 ps 2 /rad, and the third-order dispersion (TOD) is 0.0481 ps 3 /rad 2 . The goal of this component is to reduce the pulse intensity prior to the CFBG in order to avoid strong SPM effects inside the CFBG. While the CFBG provides GDD of the opposite sign as that of the prestretcher, the pulse never recompresses inside the CFBG. One way to think of this is to consider that at the output of the prestretcher, the blue wavelength components of the pulse lead the red wavelength components. In the CFBG, the red wavelength components are reflected at the near end of the CFBG and the blue wavelength components are reflected from the far end of the CFBG, which is longer than the length of the prestretched pulse. Therefore, red wavelength components are systematically stripped away from the trailing edge of the pulse so that pulse never returns to its transform limit while traversing the CFBG.
Though the path length of the fiber-based components is tens of meters, the material dispersion is relatively small compared to the amount applied to stretch the pulse. Including the amplifiers and transport fiber, as well as the glass in the NIF amplifier chain, the GDD of the material was estimated to be 2.1 ps 2 /rad and the TOD to be 0.0049 ps 3 /rad 2 . The ARC compressor was originally planned to have a GDD of −279.4 ps 2 /rad and a TOD of 4.17 ps 3 /rad 2 . Based upon this estimate, the CFBG was specified to have a GDD of 313.0 ps 2 /rad and a TOD of −4.849 ps 3 /rad 2 . The tweaker was designed to provide a tunable GDD up to −32.2 ps 2 /rad and TOD of 0.627 ps 3 /rad 2 . The groove density of the tweaker gratings is 1780 g/mm, leading to an AOI of 73.5
• and a slant distance between gratings of 79.6 cm. The tweaker dispersion range was designed to be large enough to accommodate anticipated future needs. Moreover, it was designed so that the shortest pulses occurred at the maximum dispersion. A problem for a system such as ARC is how to create a diagnostic suite that can accurately measure all of the properties of the output pulse on each shot when the pulsewidth and peak intensity may change by up to 100 times. This issue was resolved by choosing to set the pulse tweaker to its maximum value for transform-limited pulses, and then reduce the grating separation to create longer pulses. A second tweaker in the diagnostic suite can then add in the missing dispersion to bring the pulse back to its transform limit at the diagnostics for each shot.
B. Prepulse Contrast
As defined here, prepulse contrast is essentially the SNR where the signal is the peak-compressed pulse power and the noise is the ASE. At the output of the ARC system, there will be a 1 kJ pulse compressed to 1 ps FWHM, implying a peak power of 1 PW (10 15 W). Given a desired SNR of 80 dB or 10 8 , this implies that the ASE preceding the pulse needs to be less than 10 MW peak power over 0.1-5 ns just prior to the arrival of the pulse. (In terms of power, this would not appear to be aggressive, but recall that this power over several nanoseconds is only 10-50 mJ compared to an amplified pulse energy of 1 kJ.) From Giles and Desurvire [27] , the ASE in a fiber amplifier is equal to
where P ASE is the ASE power, n sp is the spontaneous photon number (n sp = 1.2 for Yb 3+ fiber amplifiers, but is amplifierdependent), G is the system gain, h is Plank's constant, ν is the signal center frequency, and ∆ν is the system's spectral bandwidth. For P ASE = 10 MW at 1053 nm with 5 nm bandwidth, (1) requires G = 125 dB. If the output energy is 1 kJ, then the minimum input pulse energy must be 0.3 nJ to achieve the desired 80-dB prepulse contrast ratio. This was rounded up to 1 nJ in the final requirements to provide some margin for errors.
C. Self-Phase Modulation
SPM of chirped pulses in CPA systems is known to degrade system pulse quality [20] , [21] . It can be quantified with the equation [20] 
where B represents the "B-integral" parameter, λ is the center wavelength of the signal, n 2 is the nonlinear index of the material (3 × 10 −20 m 2 /W in silica), I is the signal intensity, and the integration is over the full signal path. In optical fiber amplifiers, the mode field diameter is essentially constant with distance and the signal tends to grow exponentially with distance, so (2) can be integrated directly to obtain
where P is the input power at the peak of the pulse, a is the mode field radius of the fiber mode, and L eff is the effective length of the optical fiber given by
where L is the fiber length and G is the linear gain of the full length of fiber.
Using (3) and (4), the B-integral parameter for all of the components in the system in Fig. 1 were calculated. Only three components in the system contribute significantly to the net Bintegral: the transport fiber and fiber amplifiers 2 and 3. The dominant source of B-integral is amplifier 3.
The transport fibers are 120 m long, PM fibers with a 6.6 µm mode field diameter carrying 1 nJ pulses stretched to 2.5 ns, making the B-integral for the transport fiber 0.25 rad.
Fiber amplifier 2 has an input pulse energy of 1 nJ and a gain of 30 dB. It is constructed from 2.74 m of gain fiber with 0.3 m of passive fiber for the output connector, and both fibers have a mode field diameter of 11 µm. Thus, the accumulated B-integral for amplifier 2 is 0.53 rad.
Nufern supplied amplifier 3, and due to the high pulse energy it generates, it was designed to minimize the B-integral, even at the expense of efficiency. The amplifier provides 20 dB of gain, and is constructed from 1.5 m of passive fiber followed by 1.25 m of gain fiber, both having a mode field diameter of 22 µm. At 1 µJ input, this yields a B-integral of 5.3 rad.
Including the relatively small B-integral contributions of other components, it is estimated that the total accumulated B-integral in the system is 6.1 rad. This is a relatively large value for a CPA system for pulses that are Gaussian in the time domain. Here, though the pulses are not Gaussian, the oscillator has a spectral bandwidth of 30 nm that is clipped to 5 nm by the CFBG. Thus, the temporal shape of the pulse propagating through the fiber is nearly square, and ideally, the B-integral consequently changes only (accumulates) near its leading and trailing edges, not through its center. However, since the pulse's spectrum is much wider than NIF's bulk amplifiers spectra (5 nm versus 2.2 nm), any distortions to the leading and trailing edges have little effect on the shape of the amplified pulse. Simulations imply that the edge distortions generate an inconsequential pedestal in the range of 50-100 ps.
In addition to the classical concerns about B-integral, the system also encountered issues of the SPM nonlinearity interacting with the CFBG group delay ripple, an issue that was not anticipated when the system was designed, but was observed in testing. A theoretical explanation of this effect has recently been presented [21] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DATA FROM CRITICAL COMPONENTS
This section reviews relevant data of the as-built system with emphasis on the mode-locked fiber oscillator, the ASE pulse cleaner, the CFBG, and the amplifier chain.
A. Mode-Locked Fiber Laser
The fiber mode-locked oscillator is based upon the selfsimilar oscillator design developed at Cornell [12] ; a schematic of the oscillator is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The pump diode was a fiber-coupled 500 mW 976 nm diode made by JDS Uniphase. The wavelength-division multiplexer (WDM) was a 3-m fused fiber coupler made by SIFAM (L2SWM980/1053X-SFO103) to combine 976 nm light with 1053 nm light. The Yb 3+ fiber was made by INO (part number Yb 198); it is 2 m long with a mode field diameter of 2.8 µm. The fiber ports, isolator, waveplates, and polarization beam splitter were all made by OFR (part numbers PAF-X-7, IOB-2D-1053-VLP, RZB-1/2-1053, PSCL-B-VR-1053). The gold gratings for the dispersion compensation delay line were made by Newport Corporation, and were 600 g/mm optimized at 1 µm wavelength (part number 53004BK02-520R). The AOI into the dispersion compensating delay line was 30
• and the approximate slant distance between the gratings was 6.8 cm. A roof mirror permits double passing the gratings, and conveniently changes the beam height so that the beam encounters the polarization beam splitter once only. The roof mirror stage contains a long travel motorized actuator (Newport part number AD-100). The grating stage (ThorLabs part number NF5DP20) contains a lead zirconate titanate (PZT) actuator. When phase locking, the slower actuator compensates for environmental changes such as long-term temperature drift and the PZT compensates for faster fluctuations inside the cavity. The combination of Yb 3+ fiber length and the waveplate settings were adjusted in order to maximize the oscillator spectrum at 1053 nm.
The operating oscillator center wavelength is 1052 nm; it has 35.5 nm bandwidth (FWHM) (see Fig. 3 ). The oscillator repetition rate is 38.88 MHz. The pulses emitted by the oscillator are positively chirped to a pulsewidth of 4-5 ps, but may be recompressed to less than 100 fs with a standard grating compressor (this was verified with a Grenuille frequency resolved optical gating technique (FROG) from Swamp Optics). However, compression of the pulse to the transform limit is not necessary at this point in the system.
The oscillator is phase-locked to a subharmonic of the NIF master clock. To achieve this, 1% of the output signal from the oscillator is tapped off from the main output beam and sent to a photodiode. This signal is then RF-filtered to pass only the fundamental harmonic at 38.88 MHz. The filtered signal is compared to an electronically phase-shifted signal from the master clock via a phase comparator. (The electronic phase shifter allows the pulse timing to be adjusted by up to one cavity round trip: beyond that, a different pulse can be selected for timing.) This generates an error signal proportional to the phase error. A phase-locked loop control circuit then feeds a fast and slow correction signal back to the two actuators on the linear stages inside the cavity.
A second photodiode, RF bandpass filter, and phase comparator were set up at the oscillator output. The rms voltage at the output of the second phase comparator indicated that the phase noise was less than 8 ps rms. This was also verified by analyzing the phase comparator output with an RF spectrum analyzer and integrating the RF output spectrum from the phase comparator (no signal was observable above the noise floor beyond 1.5 kHz). The 8 ps rms value was also consistent with the size of the error signal from the phase locking circuit. The mode-locked operation was very robust in the geometry pictured in Fig. 2(b) .
The mode-locked oscillator now runs 24 h a day, seven days a week for months at time with no interruption of either mode locking or phase locking.
A fiber-coupled acousto-optic modulator (AOM) at the oscillator output reduces the pulse repetition rate to 200 kHz. The AOM has a time window of 25 ns, which is sufficient to select a single pulse from the oscillator pulse train. The pulse train at the AOM output has an average power of 28 µW, which includes some leakage from the AOM, and thus, is not an accurate reflection of the pulse energy at this point in the system.
B. Compressed Pulse Amplifier
The pulses from the output of the oscillator AOM propagate through 40 m of PM fiber having a mode field diameter of 6.6 µm. This intentionally stretches the pulses to about 40 ps, so they can be amplified without distortion to 205 nJ in the compressed pulse amplifier that follows.
The compressed pulse amplifier consists of two stages. The first stage is assembled (fusion spliced) from a PM SIFAM 976/1053 nm WDM (part number FPW-98005310), a 500 mW JDS Uniphase 976 nm grating stabilized pump diode laser, and 4-5 m of Nufern PM Yb 3+ -doped fiber (part number PM-YSF-HI-V2) with a mode field diameter of 7.5 µm and a pair of FC/APC PM fiber connectors. An AOM following the first stage maintains the 200 kHz pulse train and removes residual noise left by the first AOM. The power at this point is 1.08 mW, implying 5.4 nJ pulses. A fiber-coupled isolator with an integrated 15 nm bandpass filter follows the AOM. The second-stage PM amplifier was purchased from Nufern (part number PASA-25-250-976-SC200-1P). This was custom-built to LLNL specifications. The compressed pulse amplifier's second-stage amplifier is identical to fiber amplifiers 3A and 3B, and contains the fiber described at the end of the SPM in Section III-C. The output of the second stage exits the amplifier via a 0.5 m armored cable terminated with an SMA connector.
C. Pulse Compressor and ASE Pulse Cleaner
The beam from the output of the compressed pulse amplifier is collimated to 1 mm diameter and passed through a first pulse compressor, which is constructed from two 1200 g/mm gratings from Newport Corporation with an AOI of 45
• and a slant distance between the gratings of 16 cm. The compressor's GDD is −1.37 ps 2 /rad and the TOD is 0.0046 ps 3 /rad 2 . The spectrum at this point is approximately 12 nm FWHM centered at 1053 nm, with a slight bias to the blue side due to the shorter fiber length in second stage of the compressed pulse amplifier. A FROG measurement confirmed compression to 268 fs.
The output beam from the pulse compressor was temporally cleaned by focusing it through a resonant-saturable absorber module made by BATOP (part number FS-SANOS-1064-2). The AOI was adjusted to optimize the operation at 1053 nm. The pulse cleaner had a nominal FWHM bandwidth of 17 nm and a 20 dB bandwidth of 5 nm. It was specified to provide a 20 dB pulse contrast enhancement with a 75% insertion loss and a saturation fluence of 8 µJ/cm 2 . A FROG measurement confirmed that the pulsewidth was unchanged at 268 fs.
The ASE prepulse contrast ratio was measured before and after the pulse cleaner using a photodiode and a set of calibrated neutral density filters. First, the beam was focused onto the photodiode such that the ASE pedestal within the AOM window, but preceding the pulse could be clearly seen on an oscilloscope. This permitted a measurement of the photodiode voltage corresponding to the ASE power, though the signal corresponding to the pulse peak was saturated. Neutral density filters were then added prior to the photodiode until the impulse response of the photodiode/oscilloscope combination was observed (400 ps); at this point, the peak power of the pulse could be determined. The ratio of this voltage and the ASE voltage was calculated and multiplied by the optical density of the neutral density filters employed, as well as by the ratio of the photodiode/oscilloscope impulse response to the desired pulsewidth (1 ps not the measured 268 fs as the pulse still has too much bandwidth). An example set of data is shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 . Data from prepulse contrast measurement at input to the ASE pulse cleaner. The solid line is the attenuated pulse and the dashed line is the unattenuated pulse. The ASE pedestal is clearly visible in the unattenuated pulse as a foot prior to the rapidly rising main edge of the unattenuated pulse. Following the procedure outlined before, the prepulse contrast prior to the pulse cleaner was measured to be 64 dB. Following the pulse cleaner, the contrast was measured to be 73 dB. However, the pulse still contains both signal and ASE outside of the target 5 nm bandwidth at this point in the system. This out-of-band ASE is also out of the 20 dB FWHM of the SANOS pulse cleaner, and will be eliminated by the CFBG. This measurement will be done again after recompression of the fully amplified pulses and shown to have 78 dB of final prepulse contrast.
The average power at the output of the pulse cleaner was measured to be 9.8 mW with a pulse repetition rate of 200 kHz. Given the high measured SNR at this point, it can be concluded with high confidence that the energy per pulse is 49 nJ. The pulse spectrum at the output of the pulse cleaner is shown in Fig. 5 . The spectrum has a relatively flat region in the center corresponding to the maximum loss in the resonant saturable absorber. The peaks to either side are predominantly due to the pulse, but likely contain some ASE that was not removed by the cleaner. The peaks will be removed by the CFBG.
After the pulse cleaner, the pulse traverses the prestretcher (see Section III-A). The pulse energy after the prestretcher is 35 nJ and the spectra is unchanged.
D. Chirped Fiber Bragg Grating
The CFBG was custom-made by the University of Southampton to an LLNL specification based upon the dispersion estimate discussed in Section III-A. The nominal length is 30 cm, and the grating reflectance is 50%. An earlier investigation found that higher reflectivity created strong wavelength-dependent losses. 50% reflectivity was determined to be a good compromise between the wavelength-dependent loss and the overall component loss.
The CFBG dispersion was validated by the RF phase-shift method [22] . The GDD was measured to be 310.5 ps 2 /rad and the TOD to be −3.912 ps 3 /rad 2 . Recall that the CFBG was specified to have a GDD of 313.0 ps 2 /rad and a TOD of −4.849 ps 3 /rad 2 , implying that the CFBG met its targets.
The CFBG was not recoated after it was manufactured, so it is very sensitive to mechanical perturbations. To help protect the fiber, a single-mode 0.5-m-long pigtail with an FC/APC connector on one end was fusion spliced onto its lead end. The CFBG was then carefully laid out straight in mechanical housing and strain relieved at the input end. This prevents the CFBG from moving or being perturbed in the coarse of normal operation. Uncoated fiber will naturally be very weak as the goal of the CFBG mechanical housing is to ensure that the CFBG sees no mechanical perturbations that would cause it to break.
The CFBG is the only component in the system not made from PM fiber. The fiber has a mode field diameter of 4.7 µm and exhibits significant birefringence. The pulses are coupled to the CFBG using a circulator configuration consisting of a polarizing beam splitter (OFR part number PSCL-B-VR-1053), a Faraday rotator (OFR part number IOB-3D-1053-I), and two fiber ports (OFR part numbers PAF-X-5-1053, PAF-X-7-1053). A quarter and half waveplate prior to the launch into the CFBG permit the compensation of the birefringence such that the pulse illuminates only one polarization eigenaxis of the CFBG. Thirtyfive nanojoules pulses are incident on the CFBG circulator configuration with coupling losses, CFBG losses, and spectral clipping 1 nJ stretched pulses are coupled into the PM fiber patch cord at the output of the CFBG circulator. Fig. 6(a) shows the spectra at the output of the CFBG measured with an ANDO optical spectrum analyzer with 0.1-nm-resolution bandwidth. Fig. 6(b) shows the temporal profile of the pulse at the output of the CFBG measured with a 10-GHz photodiode and oscilloscope.
The pulse compressor, pulse cleaner, prestretcher, and CFBG/circulator were mounted on a 2-in-thick optical breadboard that could be rack mounted in a standard 19-in rack. A top view picture of the assembly is shown in Fig. 7 . The fiber launch is the black assembly in the upper right-hand corner of the picture. The collimated beam propagated through a waveplate and 15-nm bandpass filter prior to entering the pulse compressor. The pulse compressor consists of the two gratings and roof mirror in the upper middle portion of the picture. The pulse compressor roof mirror lowers the beam height, and flat 0.5 in mirror turns the lowered return beam 90
• prior to the bandpass filter. A set of three similar mirrors bring the beam back to the center right of the picture and send it propagating to the left. At this point, it is focused by the far right lens through the BATOP pulse cleaner (the black box in the center of the picture). The pulse then propagates through a half waveplate, and is recollimated by a second lens. It is then turned upward by another 0.5 in mirror and propagates through the prestretcher; two gratings mounted on the black rectangle in the upper left-hand corner of the picture and the roof mirror in the very top left-hand corner of the picture. The prestretcher roof mirror raises the beam height back up so that it passes over the 0.5 in injection mirror, and is redirected by a final 0.5 in turning mirror into the circulator configuration seen in the bottom of the picture. The Faraday rotator is the gold box. The CFBG is contained in the rectangular metal housing at the very bottom of the picture. Photodiodes were embedded after this picture was taken in order to provide an in-chassis diagnostic of the operating system. The photodiodes are positioned to collect the zero-order light from the first pulse compressor grating and the second prestretcher grating. 
E. Amplifier Chain
The 1 nJ stretched pulse from the CFBG propagates through a PM patch cord to the split beam amplifier (SBA). The SBA is the same design as the first stage amplifier from the CPA. The SBA is followed by an OFR isolator containing a 5-nm bandpass filter centered at 1053 nm. This, in turn, is followed by an AOM that reduces the pulse repetition rate from 200 to 10 kHz. The SBA can amplify pulses from 1 nJ up to as high as 78 nJ through the AOM. There is a 0.5 m PM patch cord connecting the AOM to a 50% beam splitter that splits the pulses into two patch cables that will lead to the pulse tweaker.
The pulse tweaker is not yet available since its final design requires more precise knowledge of the system's dispersion. Today then, the amplified pulses are coupled directly to the 120-m-long cabled transport fibers, and the SBA is operated at a diode pump power consistent with 1 nJ pulses in the transport fibers. When the tweakers are added to the system, the loss will likely increase, requiring the SBA to be operated at higher gain.
The output of the transport fibers is coupled into a 99%/1% splitter. The 1% port of this splitter is coupled to a photodiode for use as a diagnostic. The 99% port is coupled to the input of fiber amplifier 2.
Fiber amplifier 2 is pumped with a 1.5-W, 976-nm laser diode coupled to a 100 µm/0.22 NA fiber (Axcel Photonics part number B1-975-1500-15A). This fiber is fusion spliced to the pump arm of a pump signal combiner (Nufern), which precedes the gain fiber (discussed in section III-C). The signal arm of the pump signal combiner was mode-matched to the 11-µm core gain fiber. Fiber amplifier 2 amplifies the pulse from 1 nJ to 1 µJ.
The output of the pump signal combiner is coupled to an OFR optical isolator with an integrated 15-nm bandpass filter. The output of this device is coupled into a PM amplifier supplied by Nufern (part number PASA-25-250-976-SC200-1P). This is a custom amplifier built to LLNL specifications, and is nominally the same as the second-stage amplifier of the compressed pulse amplifier. This amplifier produced 100 µJ pulses at the collimated output measured after collimation with an 8 mm objective, an iris (to eliminate cladding and pump light), and an optical isolator. Spectra from arms A and B at 100 µJ is shown in Fig. 8(a) and lower pulse energy spectra are shown in Fig. 8(b) . The pulse energies were determined by measuring the average power of the beam with a thermal power meter, and then taking the spectra over a 100 nm spans and evaluation via integration of the spectra the fraction of the power contained in the signal band. This slightly varied for the two amplifiers, as can be seen in Fig. 8(a) , in which one spectra is increasing more rapidly at 1048 nm than the other spectra.
The most obvious and surprising feature in Fig. 8(a) is the strong spectral ripple. Since it is the same for both amplifiers, it seems its source is common to both arms of the system, and thus arose prior to the splitter. Further, note that the low-energy plot shows significantly less spectral ripple. This phenomena was investigated extensively. Attempts to correlate it to polarization holding or etalon effects failed. Polarization holding was generally in the range of 25-30 dB as care was taken to exclusively use fusion splicing or microoptic connections between fibers. The microoptic connections included half waveplates to optimize the polarization holding. So far as could be determined, the spectral ripple was exclusively a function of accumulated B-integral and could be observed in any of the components providing sufficient SPM. For example, increasing the SBA output to higher powers such that 25-40 nJ was propagated through the transport fiber or driving fiber amplifier 2 to higher than 1 µJ pulse energies generated spectra similar to that of Fig. 8(a) even before the pulses passed through final amplifier 3.
In all of these cases, the ripple in the optical spectra exists only in the spectral domain. The spectral ripple is created by SPM on the chirped temporal pulse. This does not change the intensity of the pulse in the time domain. This was verified by observing the pulse with a 10-GHz photodiode and 8-GHz oscilloscope. The oscilloscope showed no change in the temporal pulse as the B-intergral parameter was ramped up into the region where strong spectral ripple is observed.
F. Fail-Safe Circuit
In any high-gain fiber amplifier chain, there is a possibility that one or more amplifiers may self Q-switch if their seed is lost leading to extensive damage. To prevent this, the overall system includes a fail-safe circuit that monitors photodiodes at various points in the system as well as from the phase locking circuit. If phase locking or the pulse train is lost for any reason, the amplifier chain is quickly shut down.
V. SYSTEM LEVEL RECOMPRESSION DATA
As discussed before, the tweaker design requires precise knowledge of the completed system dispersion. Toward this end, pulses from one arm of the system were recompressed with a double-passed Treacy compressor. The output of fiber amplifier 3 was collimated with an 8 mm, 0.5 NA asphere that permitted collection of residual pump light from the amplifier output. This beam passed through an iris to remove pump light, a half waveplate, an optical isolator, and a 15-nm bandpass filter. These components ensured that only signal light was launched into the compressor and protected the amplifier chain from optical feedback. A telescope with a −100 mm and +150 mm focal length lens resized the beam to 6 mm diameter in order to ensure that it had the required 12 m Rayleigh range needed to pass through the compressor essentially unchanged. The telescope also put the collimated beam waist approximately in the center of the compressor path.
The compressor was constructed from an LLNL multilayer dielectric grating with a groove density of 1784 g/mm and an AOI of 74.2
• , resulting in a GDD of −319.26 ps 2 /rad and TOD of 5.84 ps 3 /rad 2 . The GDD and TOD were determined both from the knowledge of the compressor geometry and an independent measurement of the compressor dispersion made using tunable laser/RF phase measurement technique [22] .
The AOI and grating spacing were optimized using the following procedure. First, the compressor was set at an AOI and grating spacing expected to correctly compress the pulse. Second, the compressed output pulse characteristics were measured using a high-resolution FROG, described shortly. Then, using knowledge of the pulse residual group delay obtained from the FROG, it was possible to calculate the optimum grating AOI and spacing needed to completely eliminate the lower order terms in the group delay. This procedure led the compressor result detailed before.
The procedure detailed before optimized the compressed pulse quality. As a result, not only is the linear dispersion balanced, but if the FROG measurement is performed, a full pulse energy, B-integral effects that can, to some extent, be compensated for via modification of the compressor dispersion will also be fixed via this process. This compensation of B-integral effects with higher order dispersion has previously been addressed [23] , [24] .
The output pulses were measured using a background-free autocorrelator that included a delay mirror on a long-travel translation stage. The second harmonic output of the autocorrelator was coupled to a single-mode optical fiber, and the spectrum was recorded at each delay setting over the range in which there was detectable signal light using an ANDO optical spectrum analyzer. To ensure accuracy, the measured spectrum at each point was integrated to determine a total power at each delay point. This integrated power versus delay could be compared to the background-free autocorrelation taken by placing a large area power meter in place of the fiber coupling stage. This ensured that light was not being lost in the fiber coupling setup as the stage was moved across a long range. It was important to keep the peak pulse energy in the optical fiber low enough to avoid SPM effects distorting the measured spectrum; for 1 ps pulses, the energies needed to be less than 20 pJ. The spectrum resolution was 0.1 nm, and delay steps as small as 0.05 ps could be taken if necessary.
The resulting spectrum versus delay formed a FROG trace. This trace was converted to a 512 × 512 matrix via interpolation that could be analyzed using the principal components method [25] . An example experimental FROG trace is shown in Fig. 9 for the case of low B-integral (B = 1.4, pulse energy = 800 nJ).
Pulses were characterized at three different output energies corresponding to a range of B-integral values. The compressor Fig. 10 . Output pulses from the fiber injection laser system measured using a high-resolution FROG.
setting in terms of incident angle and grating separation were not adjusted as the energy changed. The optimal compression appears to have optimized at the same point independent of pulse energy. The pulse energy was adjusted by changing the pump power to fiber amplifier 3. The remainder of the amplifier chain was held constant. Thus, even at low energy, the accumulated B-integral was 1.4. The pulses measured via the high-resolution FROG are shown in Fig. 10 . Since this FROG relies on second harmonic generation, the direction of time is unknown. Thus, no weight should be put on the side of the pulses where various features fall.
All of the pulses in Fig. 10 have been normalized to contain the intensity on a scale from 0 to 1. The baseline of the pulses has been shifted by 0.25 for each pulse in order to separate the baselines and make the small features around each pulse clearly visible. If the pulses were plotted on a log scale, significant (>10 −8 ) features would be visible out to ±75 ps. Nevertheless, an integration of the pulses versus time shows that in the 800 nJ case, 80% of the energy is in the main pulse. This drops to 75% for the 58 µJ case and 65% for the 97 µJ case. On a linear scale, no features are observable outside of the plotted range.
The residual group delay from the same three pulses is shown in Fig. 11 . The 5-nm-wide spectrum comprises 1.3 THz in frequency. The FROG measurement spanned 3 THz. However, information outside the 1.3THz frequency window in which actual power is contained is not meaningful. Thus, Fig. 11 plots only the frequency span from ±0.7 THz. Again, the data from the three pulses have been shifted for clarity.
The first thing to note regarding the three residual delay curves in Fig. 11 is that there do not appear to be any significant loworder terms. This strongly suggests that the compressor settings in terms of GDD and TOD were indeed optimized. The second thing to note is large rapid variation of the group delay ripple with frequency. This ripple grows with increasing B-integral. The 800 nJ data have a peak-to-peak variation of around ±4 ps that can be attributed to group delay ripple in the CFBG. As the pulse is amplified and undergoes increasing B-integral, this ripple amplitude grows and appears to increase in frequency. In the 58 µJ case, the group delay ripple has a peak-to-peak Fig. 11 . Residual group delay from the output pulses of the fiber injection laser system measured using a high-resolution FROG. Only data where the spectral intensity was significantly above background (>5%) have been plotted. Fig. 12 . Comparison of the measured and retrieved pulse spectrum for the 58-µJ pulses.
variation of ±15 ps. The 97 µJ data are not too much worse with the exception of the strong spike at around 0.08 THz.
The FROG measurement also recovered the pulse spectrum, and this spectrum agreed reasonable well with the directly measured pulse spectrum. As an example, Fig. 12 shows the 58 µJ pulse spectrum at the input of the compressor as well as the retrieved spectrum from the FROG measurement.
One additional test was performed on the output pulses. The prepulse ASE contrast ratio of the output pulses was measured using the technique detailed in Section IV-C. At 97 µJ output pulse energy, the ASE prepulse power contrast ratio for 1 ps pulses was measured to be 78 dB. This is slightly higher than the prepulse contrast ratio measured at the output of the ASE pulse cleaner. The increase is attributed to the elimination of spectral components outside of the 20 dB bandwidth of the pulse cleaner.
The final observation is that the pulses measured here equally weigh all spectral components at the output of the injection laser system. The NIF amplifier chain will gain the narrow pulse spectra to 2.2 nm FWHM and should reduce the pedestal, improving the pulse quality and increasing the pulse contrast ratio further.
VI. TWEAKER DESIGN
At this point in time, the dispersion of the pulse exiting the injection laser system is known to have a dispersion of GDD = +319.26 ps 2 /rad and TOD = −5.84 ps 3 /rad 2 (see Section V). The ARC compressor dispersions were altered from the original design point in order to better fill the NIF aperture with the split beams after the initial dispersion estimate was made. This resulted in an A compressor and a B compressor that will require A and B pulse tweakers with different dispersions in order to achieve a net zero dispersion in the system. The A compressor has a design GDD = −290.10 ps 2 /rad and TOD = 4.44 ps 3 /rad 2 . Pulse tweaker A thus needs to make up the difference between the dispersion of the output pulse and compressor A. Thus, the dispersion of pulse tweaker A needed to make the shortest possible pulse is GDD = −29.16 ps 2 /rad and TOD = 1.4 ps 3 /rad 2 . Similarly, ARC compressor B has a design dispersion of GDD = −273.71 ps 2 /rad and TOD = 4.03 ps 3 /rad 2 . Pulse tweaker B then needs a dispersion of GDD = −45.56 ps 2 /rad and TOD = 1.81 ps 3 /rad 2 to make the shortest pulse. In order to achieve a positively chirped pulse of 60 ps, the GDD of tweaker A must be reduced to −13.86 ps 2 /rad, and the GDD of tweaker B must be reduced to −30.26 ps 2 /rad. Once the pulse is stretched that far in time, the TOD becomes effectively irrelevant.
The pulse tweakers will have two long travel stages. One stage will simply be a delay arm capable of providing up to 3 ns of delay with picoseconds resolution and compensating for movement of the second arm that will vary the dispersion of the system. The second arm will be a small Treacy compressor constructed from two multilayer dielectric gratings constructed at LLNL. The Treacy compressor equations for GDD and TOD as a function of grating groove density, AOI, and laser wavelength are well known [26] . For reference, the AOI (θ in ) and output angle (θ out ) for a single-frequency light beam of wavelength λ, striking a grating with groove density G, are related by the equation sin(θ in ) + sin(θ out ) = λG.
The most striking attribute of the pulse tweaker dispersion requirements is the relatively large value of the TOD compared to the GDD required to compress the pulse to its minimum pulsewidth, i.e., the TOD to GDD ratio is relatively large in value. The groove density of the gratings used and the AOI of the input beam determine the ratio of the TOD to the GDD in a Treacy compressor design. The TOD/GDD ratio for pulse tweaker A is −0.048 ps and for pulse tweaker B is −0.040 ps. Equation (6) is an analytical formula for the TOD/GDD ratio of the Treacy compressor where c is the speed of light. This can be reformatted as sin(θ out ) 1 − sin 2 (θ out ) = −1 λG 1 + 2πc 3λ TOD GDD
which is quadratic in terms of sin(θ out ), and thus can be solved in terms of λ, G, and TOD/GDD. For the case of pulse tweaker A, the AOI, output angle (AOE), and Littrow angle as a function of grating groove density are plotted in Fig. 13 . An interesting feature observable in Fig. 13 is that the angle of exit does not vary significantly with groove density. Further, the divergence of a pulse with 5 nm spectral width also does not vary significantly with grating groove density over the plotted range. As a result, the grating separation required to achieve zero net dispersion also does not vary significantly with groove density over the plotted range. At groove densities higher than 1860 g/mm, the AOI needed to achieve the required TOD/GDD ratio is greater than 90
• . The multilayer dielectric gratings that will be used are most efficient (nearly 95% diffraction efficiency) at Littrow, and efficiency is an important requirement for the system. Further, LLNL is not set up to quickly and cheaply produce gratings with groove densities less than 1740 g/mm, and thus, lower groove densities are not considered in the plot. Clearly, the compressor cannot be physically constructed with reflection gratings with the AOI equal to the Littrow angle. To this end, 1780 g/mm was choosen as the grating groove density for use in the pulse tweaker. This groove density is made regularly at LLNL, and thus is readily available and close enough to Littrow to allow high-efficiency operation of the multilayer dielectric gratings while being far enough from Littrow to permit a physical design that prevents the beam being clipped by the size of the gratings required or overlapping itself. This groove density corresponds to an AOI of 65.17
• for tweaker A. To achieve the shortest pulse, the slant distance between the gratings needs to be 14.6 cm, and to achieve the longest (positively chirped) pulse, the distance between the gratings needs to be 6.9 cm. Tweaker B will also be constructed from 1780 g/mm gratings, but with an AOI of 66.17
• . To achieve the shortest pulse for tweaker B, the slant distance between the gratings needs to be 27.6 cm, and to achieve the longest (positively chirped) pulse, the distance between the gratings needs to be 18.3 cm. At the time of this writing, pulse tweakers A and B have not yet been physically realized. However, an optical layout of the beam path shows that they will fit on a 2-in-thick optical breadboard with the same dimensions as the pulse cleaner CFBG breadboard shown in Fig. 7 . This will permit them to be rack mounted in a standard 19-in rack.
VII. CONCLUSION
An optical fiber laser system suitable for seeding a large glass laser system such as NIF has been designed and constructed. Critical issues such as dispersion, B-integral, and prepulse contrast have been analyzed and understood. The system has been physically realized and measured. It has been shown that critical requirements can be met. Barriers to better pulse quality are group delay ripple in the CFBG, and large B-integral associated with high-energy pulse amplification in optical fibers. It is noted that larger mode field diameter amplifying fibers have become available since this paper was undertaken, and thus, the same pulse energies could be achieved with lower effective B-integral (and thus better pulse quality). Alternatively, higher pulse energies could be obtained with the same B-integral. A compact pulse stretcher with low or no group delay ripple would be a desirable upgrade to the system. It is anticipated that the system will be deployed on NIF as part of the ARC system in late 2009.
